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Abstract
The metaverse sector is full of great ideas and innovations that will fuel the next digital world. Web3 
technologies such as blockchain, cryptocurrencies, NFTs and other digital assets, along with artificial 
intelligence and virtual reality technology, are beginning to shape people's future lives.  

In a broad sense, Metaverse is a digital reflection of potentially everything in the physical world. The 
challenge is to generate all the content that makes up a virtual reality where it would be possible to do 
almost anything we do in real life. Purchasing, buying and selling virtual real estate, going to a virtual 
concert or even the ability to see your doctor from the comfort of your couch are possible with the advent 
of Web3 technologies.  

Web3 technologies are a set of decentralized architectures that allow the transmission of data in a truthful 
and verifiable way, at a speed and accuracy theoretically far superior to their centralized counterparts. 
Emerging industries such as artificial intelligence, virtual reality, metaverse, blockchain, cryptocurrencies 
and combinations of them have the potential to radically change all other existing industries.  

However, the obstacle is that these technologies are not yet widely adopted, mainly due to the fact that a 
huge amount of development and virtualization is still needed. This Whitepaper explains MetaQuantum 
3.0's value proposition to address these pain points in the emerging technology industry, with the goal of 
paving the way for mass adoption of the metaverse. 



Our Vision
MetaQuantum is a global project with a revolutionary and unique idea. A hybrid marketplace that serves as a 
portal between reality and augmented reality. Buyers are able to interact and view 3D objects in virtual reality 
with the help of VR glasses or a smartphone offering the possibility to make a decision directly from the 
comfort of your own home.  

The project aims to deploy its products to consumers in an SaaS fashion. The public adopts new 
technologies when they are at least familiar with what they already know, making Marketplaces the easiest 
gateway to onboard new users to the Metaverse. The following whitepaper shows how we can integrate the 
blockchain and other emergent technologies (AR/VR, AI, and IoT) in order to bring consumers into a 
Metaverse ecosystem by using marketplaces as an onboarding bridge. 

We imagine a virtual world where people can do anything, but most of all we want to move classic 
marketplaces into the world of metaverse.  

Our goal is to give any user the opportunity to integrate into the metaverse world just like in real life, which 
means that each person will be able to interact with most things or perform certain activities as if in real life.  



Some examples might be: 
Organizing concerts  

Business meetings  

Face-to-face interviews  

Traveling  

Visiting museums  

Participation in auctions of certain goods such as works of art  

Purchase of real estate, cars or jewelry.



Our Vision
A huge transfer of wealth is taking place right before our eyes. More and more industries and sectors of the 
economy tend to be absorbed by Web3 technologies. These technologies may go largely unnoticed today, but 
in the not-too-distant future they will confront us with the inevitability of change. History teaches us that it is 
better to make the transition now than to be put in need at some point in the future. The advent of 
cryptocurrency gives ordinary people the economic power that was once possible only for the higher income 
classes. Today that power is becoming available to everyone and is being transferred through the new Web3 
financial systems we are building.  

In addition, cryptocurrency can be extremely attractive because it is not currently issued by any central 
authority, nor can it be manipulated by any government in the world. The MetaQuantum  network will create a 
revolutionary ecosystem to bring more people into digital assets and the metaverse world, helping them make 
money by distributing their content while maintaining their privacy, security, power and autonomy.  

We strive to create an ecosystem based on sound monetary policies, with a solid foundation, and over time we 
rely on a total decentralization of our platform. In the future, our users will be able to purchase, trade and use 
multiple cryptocurrencies, the payment method being governed by the native QTH token. Our vision is to 
develop and implement the MetaQuantum  ecosystem with multi-chain capabilities, including in the NFT market. 
Our platform will implement more blockchains to maximize your freedom of choice and for the simplicity of 
minting or selling an NFT the way you want. 



Our Mission
Our mission is to provide users and customers with an innovative and unique metaverse solution.  

To realize our vision, we will implement web3 connectivity that will be easy to use and that will allow users to buy 
or sell goods from the comfort of their home directly through cryptocurrencies. At the same time, we will provide 
the possibility to exchange cryptocurrencies in classical FIAT. The research tools that will be made available will 
help users make more accurate decisions. The use of a decentralized multi-chain platform plays an active role, as 
it gives everyone in the world an equal chance to manage and improve their financial security with the help of 
QTH currency.  

In addition, we aim to provide each user with efficient ways to buy, sell and trade physical and digital assets in the 
Metaverse. Reducing volatility and increasing positive price pressure in the trading and management of digital 
assets are also among our top priorities. The MetaQuantum ecosystem functions as a community-centered 
ecosystem, with a community-driven digital asset, focusing on blockchain technology and asset decentralization 
(QTH token and Decentralized Finance).  

Our mission is to promote decentralized, p2p growth with a general overview of Metaverse, giving people the 
freedom to shape the future of it without restrictions. Adoption in the market is a natural consequence of the way 
users feel because of the incentives they receive, and because of the unique and captivating experience that 
MetaQuantum products have to offer. This is when users feel confident exploring the blockchain, and this can 
only be achieved when users are supported to play an active role in shaping the future of the Metaverse sector.



What is MetaQuantum
A global project with a revolutionary and unique idea aiming to solve the biggest problem of 
today, namely the problem of time.
Current pain points in the Metaverse sector 

 Lack of interoperability between blockchains

 Privacy & Security

 Lack of functional avatars

 Natural interfaces are currently rudimentary

 Interacting with the Metaverse requires expensive equipment

 Lack of transparency for the underlying assets

Although blockchains are decentralized, their developers and user base are secluded to that specific network.

Lack of authentication methods, smart contract vulnerabilities and breaches of privacy are common issues in today's Web3 environment.

Interacting with digital assets is cumbersome and often precarious, lacking in easy to understand and to use mediums of interactions.

Natural User Interfaces (NUI) rely on a user's ability to quickly transition from novice to expert.

VR/AR glasses, haptic interfaces and other equipment is currently inaccessible to the general public.

User only have the right to use on centralized servers, the right to ownership is kept by the developer.



Architecture
MetaQuantum will use blockchain technology to ensure that transactions are secure for all participants.  

This technology revolves around decentralized data storage that can efficiently record transactions 
between parties.  

At the same time, we are opting for the use of a multi-chain architecture, which will allow users freedom of 
movement on multiple Metaverse planes.  

We want to give users the ability to store digital assets as needed, and to facilitate transactions between 
parties to different blockchains.  

The long-term goal is to achieve the highest possible level of interoperability. 



What is MetaQuantum Token QTH
QTH is an ERC-20 token built on the Ethereum blockchain for utility and incentives. QTH is designed as a utility 
token in our marketplaces and in our own Metaverse. An essential aspect of the utility of the QTH token is that it will 
be used in the Metaverse application to provide scanning capabilities so that users will be able to scan themselves 
or the objects around them.Instant virtualization of human avatars or objects in Metaverse lends utility to the QTH 
token, while solving many of the aforementioned pain points.As the QTH token gets listed and our roadmap 
progresses, QTH token holders will be given more and more powers, rights, and abilities in MetaQuantum Metaverse 
Ecosystem. The range of applications and purposes for which the QTH token can be used in MetaQuantum 
Metaverse is virtually unlimited. As a user you can:  

• Create a unique avatar by scanning yourself with the app or create a full virtual avatar  

• Virtualize any physical object in Metaverse by scanning it with the application 

• Create new objects from scratch 

• Buy and sell every item you virtualize in Metaverse  

• Use Virtual Reality (VR) technology to immerse yourself in Metaverse so you can explore using your own unique 
avatar  

• Explore clubs, activities, and hobbies, such as golfing, boating, or even traveling to different parts of the world  

• Create, mint, buy and sell NFTs 



Inovation

Transformation

With the Ethereum blockchain at its core, our smart contract enables interoperability to scale any blockchain from the Web3 market into our Metaverse.

The NFT Marketplace innovates thanks to the multi-chain architecture. NFT creators will have the possibility to mint their creations in any chain they 
desire, thanks to the unique multi-chain architecture of our NFT Marketplace. Creators and users will be able to stake NFTs across different chains that we 
will implement. 

Projects have the possibility to list their tokens on a proprietary Launchpad which we will use as use case for our own token sale. The Launchpad opens 
the possibility for projects to make themselves known to communities and investors.
Furthermore, they have the possibility of to continue developing with us, and deploy their products within the QuantumLand Metaverse.

Classical businesses have the opportunity to transfer their business onto Web3 by using our classical marketplace.
Buyers and sellers are easier to get used to platforms that are similar to existing marketplaces such as eBay or Amazon.

This is why we have created a marketplace with a very low learning curve, where FIAT and crypto payments work simultaneously.
We are creating a frictionless environment for both crypto native and non-crypto participants. The learning curve for non-savvy users thus tends to zero.
This hybrid approach levels the playing field between Web2 and Web3, incorporating both in a holistic ecosystem.



What is MetaQuantum
SPREADING THE USE AND UTILITY OF THE QTH TOKEN  

The team will expand in the near future, which will strengthen the QTH token ecosystem, allowing 
new partnerships with entities that will build on the virtual land of the Metaverse. These companies 
will also appear as our official partners.  

Users will be able to spend QTH tokens in the MetaQuantum ecosystem, or have the option to trade 
them on various crypto exchanges at the time of its listing.  

The MetaQuantum network aims to enable the acceptance of the QTH Symbol as a payment method 
in our marketplaces, and at the same time to extend the acceptance of the token thanks to the 
collaborations we will make. 



What is MetaQuantum
THE DEFI MODEL PROPOSED BY METAQUANTUM  

Decentralized Finance (Ab. DeFi) is the foundation of modern digital banking. With the advent of 
cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology, it has become possible for the first time in history for every 
individual to be bank themselves and become sovereign in his or her finances.  

The kind of freedom that this emerging financial system gives us is unprecedented, and leads to the greatest 
concentration of wealth in recent years in a single industry.  

The two main types of financial instruments that people use are debit accounts and savings accounts. 
Cryptocurrencies offer the ability for people to open such accounts without too much hassle. In addition, unlike 
traditional centralized bank accounts, cryptocurrency accounts can store value thanks to inherent chararistics 
of most cryptocurrencies, such as limited supplies and other deflationary or inflation limiting features. 

Simply holding cryptocurrencies for a set period of time implies income for QTH holders. Furthermore, the DeFi 
functions will allow the multiplication of those revenues in a sustainable ecosystem that puts the user at its 
center. The goal is to share revenue with MetaQuantum users and QTH token holders. Staking will be one of the 
easiest ways for MetaQuantum users and QTH token holders to increase their earnings.  

The team is actively working to build staking mechanisms, ensuring a viable tokenomics right from the start. It 
works both as an incentive to attract new users and to setoff volatility.  



What is MetaQuantum
The MetaQuantum network will be a holistic ecosystem equipped with DeFi features such as staking, 
liquidity pools and liquid NFTs. The MetaQuantum network will develop its own digital wallet. The 
wallet will be used on a decentralized platform, which will provide users with access to the full range 
of DeFi, transfer and trading functions and services.  

Staking will allow users to earn rewards airdroped in the form of QTH tokens. The annual percentage 
rates (APR) that the MetaQuantum community will benefit from will produce attractive rewards. The 
possibility of passive income coupled with the simplification of many aspects of life that VR systems 
offer, will lead to a massive medium and long term demand for the QTH token.  

We are revolutionizing the virtual reality and artificial intelligence market with a global economic 
system with cryptocurrencies: open, accessible, fair and decentralized. Unlike other conventional 
platforms, our network will allow contributors and content creators to generate more value for 
themselves and the entire network. 



MetaQuantum Goals
MetaQuantum is a complete Metaverse ecosystem. Its umbrella covers multiple multichain protocols, 
which include the staking and DeFi features, in addition to the NFT marketplace, virtual Metaverse, 
QuantumLand for virtual land exchanges and the facility to exchange digital assets. 

Products
1. Multichain NFT Marketplace 

With a multichain architecture, it aims to achieve its own NFT interoperability. Based on Ethereum, it is 
capable of integrating any blockchain available on the market. 

Main advantages: 

NFT Minting unprecedented flexibility thanks to multi-chain possibilities 

NFT sales dedicated martketplace with an open community  

Security state-of-the-art smart contracts  

Fast frictionless interactions with any blockchain for creators and buyers 



2. MetaQuantum Classical Marketplace 

Individuals and merchants can start selling their products and services by using our Marketplace. It works 
like any other marketplace meant for the exchange of goods and services, such as eBay, Amazon, or eMag. 

Users will have the possibility to buy and sell using FIAT, but they will also be incentivized through 
intelligently placed UI/UX to also use cryptocurrency as a payment method.  

Merchants will have the possibility to stake QTH on the Marketplace on tier based system in order to gain 
VIP status on the platform. This will work as a baseline revenue sharing system, while also giving them 
access to enhanced marketing features on the Marketplace based on their tier.  

Therefore, merchants can: 

Sell with crypto assets & FIAT 

Gain access to marketing tools 

Use sales templates for their products 

Stake QTH for more revenue 



Highly vetted Web3 projects supported by industry leading creators and funds. 
Enabling backers to secure early blockchain investments with Launchpad staking in a secure 
and compliant multi-chain architecture across Solana, Ethereum, Binance SmartChain, Polygon, Celo, 
Avalanche and other.  

We provide numerous services that will help projects raise funds publicly, in a transparent and 
decentralized setting. Projects can design their vesting schedule and develop staking programs, they 
can get introduction to investors and funds, and also receive marketing support. 
Furthermore, during post-launch projects have the possibility to continue developing with us,  
and deploy their products within the QuantumLand Metaverse.

The funnel is the following:
 
   Projects apply – our analysts assess the application 

   Interview – after due diligence we will hold a team interview 

   Preparation – the launch is prepared with our experts 

   Launch – supporters fund the project 

   Scale – we continue to support their journey.

3. Launchpad



4. Scanning app 

The scanning app allows seamless integration of products and objects into the Metaverse.  

Merchants and users will be able to scan products and objects and generate them into the Marktetplace (as a 
seller) or into the general QuantumLand Metaverse (as an end user) from their office and the comfort of their 
home. 

The scanning app solves one of the major pain points present in the virtualization market. There simply isn't 
enough centralized computing power to generate the whole world into the Metaverse, but everybody has a 
smartphone and can generate their corner of the world into the virtual world with an app, on the blockchain. 

This premise underlines the possibility of scaling to a complete Metaverse, as more and more people and 
organizations adopt the scanning app and the other amazing products we build. 



5. QuantumLand Metaverse 

MetaQuantum will also launch its own virtual real estate: QuantumLand. A new world in the metaverse, 
where each person or institution will be able to purchase one or more pieces of digital land, where they will 
be able to carry out their economic or daily activities.  

Technology and work environment. The blockchain and its development are so significantly planned that it 
really has the potential to make the future and the opportunities of this cryptocurrency dizzying. The 
environment is now made professional, responsible, efficient and technologically sound. 

Our goal is to provide a safe environment where  creators and entrepreneurs can build a business in the 
Metaverse with an experience matching that of the physical realm, with the added advantages of the digital 
realm. 

Entrepreneurs, business owners and companies will be able to develop their businesses in QuantumLand, 
thus forming a decentralized job market. The advent of creating jobs in the Metaverse will further expand 
QuantumLand even more towards the real plane. 



In addition to the possibility of finding a job, QuantumLand users will also have the opportunity to carry 
out recreational activities, such as football, golf, tennis or airsoft. 

The classical and NFT marketplaces coupled with business and professionals will create a vibrant 
economy within QuantumLand, which cannot be complete without a real estate market.  

Through QuantumLand, real estate brokers will be able to develop their businesses from a local to a global 
level.  

The virtualization and digitalization of this market will lead to a drastic decrease in expenses generated by 
real estate businesses, giving agents and brokers global leverage of the market, with opportunity to 
present not only local properties, but also from other countries on the world map. 

It will be possible to scan and sell real estate in the Metaverse, and you as the buyer will be able to view 
and check that real estate using a pair of VR glasses as if you were there. 

In addition to VR glasses, we will offer people the opportunity to interact with QuantumLand through 
personal computers or smartphones.



Scalability and Ecology
The major painpoints in digitizing and virtualizing the modern world with all its economy and people 
are security and privacy. MetaQuantum offers a fast and stable portal, supported by the QTH contract, 
which contains features superior to current standards. In the Blockchain world, scalability is a 
concept that is often used. It refers to the potential of a computational process to be used or 
generated in various ways.  

Proof-of-stake (PoS) protocols, as displayed by QTH, generate higher transaction results and lower 
fees, ensuring greater scalability. Unlike Proof-of-Work (PoW) protocols, which require significant 
computing power on the part of the user to execute contracts and benefit from the network, PoS 
protocols eliminate the need to solve a complex mathematical puzzle to validate transactions in the 
network, and instead performs a validation technique based on user account balances, using a virtual 
machine (EVM) to execute contracts. 



Environmentally Friendly
This type of architecture, based on the veracity of the balance of accounts instead of the veracity of 
complex mathematical calculations, greatly reduces the consumption of electricity, time and other 
resources.  

Because Proof of Stake blockchains consume less energy, they are more environmentally friendly. They 
rely on a network of nodes which validate transactions with a staking based consensus. Thus, they have 
little or no effect on the environment. Unlike proof-of-work blockchains, those with PoS architecture are 
more cost-effective and environmentally friendly.  

In addition to the low environmental impact, the entry barrier for the average user decreases 
significantly. Running a complete PoW node can bring a regular computer to its knees within minutes. 
While a PoS blockchain can be accessed and used from any device, almost regardless of the devices’ 
performance. Given all these components, participants can earn more passive income using QTH, and at 
the same time enjoy the use of a virtual world without damaging the real world.



VR/AR in QuantumLand
MetaQuantum will also launch its own virtual Land under the name of QuantumLand, a new world in the 
metaverse where each person or institution will be able to purchase a piece or more of virtual land where they 
will be able to carry out their sales or daily activities.  

If until now, the virtualization of any moment of the day seemed a thing detached from science fiction films, 
today it has become possible to achieve these things due to the emergence of several new technologies.  

The virtualization market is now a niche market, with the necessary equipment and tools not accessible to 
everyone at any time, further limiting access to the sector for higher income classes, or certain special areas 
such as gaming, medical or the military.  

The advent of Web3 and blockchain technology is making it possible for the first time for big data programs, 
such as artificial intelligence and virtual reality, to be widely disseminated, at low cost, and accessible to 
anyone. Data decentralization involves a dramatic decrease of the entry barrier for the average person, making 
the following rows a possible reality.  



QuantumLand & QuantumHeart
Scope of application and purposes for which the QTH token may be used in our Metaverse:  

Create a unique avatar by scanning yourself with the app or create a complete virtual avatar.  

Virtualize any physical object in Metaverse by scanning it with the application we will develop in the future.  

Buy or sell every item you virtualize in Metaverse.  

Buy or sell lots of virtual land, being part of the first generations of virtual real estate owners.  
 
The initial plots of land will be completely empty and will be put up for sale by us for users of the 
MetaQuantum 3.0 platform, in order to allow them to start using QTH as a payment method, thus 
contributing to the growth of the Metaverse economy (QUANTUMLAND)



QuantumLand & NFTs
QuantumLand's core business is the vital part of our ecosystem that will host NFTs and material assets in 
Metaverse while ensuring web 3.0 connectivity. QuantumLand participants will be able to buy and sell non-
fungible tokens (NFTs) that are active, unique, unchangeable, linked. Each NFT will be a small part of our 
metaverse world. These properties are:  

 verifiable  

 unique 

 indivisible  

The transparency of the blokchain means that the deficit and ownership of any given symbol are obvious without 
the need for a trusted intermediary. Basically, the status of any account is visible and true no matter what time 
we are referring to, without the need for any authority to judge whether what we see is correct and real or not. We 
consider the emergence of NFTs as a continuation of a paradigm shift from centralized to decentralized systems. 
This new framework unlocks new business models for digital and physical collectors on the one hand, and for 
artists and brands who want to preserve their intellectual property on the other hand, or simply for ordinary 
people who want to secure their property. QuantumLand is a metaverse project that will strive to be widely 
known for its work in the NFT market. 



QuantumLand & NFTs
Thanks to Quantum Market NFT, NFTs are:  

• Easy to transfer: NFT transfers focus on their uniqueness and authenticity, so NFTs are sold and bought in a single 
market.  

• Reliable: NFTs are blockchain based. As a result, you are confident that your NFT is Unique

Ecosystem Overview
Ecosystem components and use cases  

The ecosystem offers multiple components that form a viable solution to the metaverse scalability 
dilemma.  

MetaQuantum supports a multi-currency payment system that gives its users the opportunity to buy, sell 
and spend in our marketplace. The platform is powered by its native currency called "QuantumHeart" or 
QTH Token, which will be traded on several cryptocurrency exchanges for easier access.  

People will be able to engage in all kinds of social activities, develop their hobbies, travel to places they 
have never seen before, and also use VR technology for a complete immersive experience in Metaverse.



Ecosystem Overview
Business use cases are far-reaching and unlimited. Traders, companies and financial institutions start on a 
level playing field and in the most transparent and secure way

Benefits of using MetaQuantum
• Transparency and immutability:  

With MetaQuantum, every time an exchange is executed on the Ethereum network, there is an audit trail that 
allows you to track your coins to see where they left off and where they ended up.  

This attribute not only helps to improve security, but it also prevents foreign exchange fraud and helps 
verify the authenticity of traded assets.  

• Lower fees:  

The fees associated with QTH transactions are much lower than those associated with debit / credit cards or 
bank transfers. 



• Traceability of transactions:  

QTH is much more secure than other centralized tracing systems because each new transaction is encrypted 
and linked to the previous transaction.  

QTH consists of a complicated series of mathematical combinations and is impossible to modify.  

This immutable system and the incorruptible nature of QTH make it safe from tampering with information and 
hacking. 

Benefits of using MetaQuantum

MetaQuantum Is
• Easy to use  

All you need is a smart device, an internet connection, and you can instantly make payments and money transfers.  

• Traceable 

All transactions can be tracked and viewed on the public blockchain  
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Total Fundraising $ 11.700.000

Distribution TGE Clif
(Month)

Vesting
(Month) Price FDV Fund to Raise

 Team 10 % / 36 month 24 month / / /

Angels Investors & 
KOLs 3 % 5 % 12 month 18 month $0.15 $450.000 $60,000

Seed Sale 4 % 5 % 10 month 14 month $0.25 $1.000.000

 Private Sale 10 % 12 % 8 month 8 month $0.35 $3.500.000

 Public Sale 15 % 15 % 6 month 6 month $0.45 $6.750.000

 Exchange Listing 25 % 32 % 3 month 18 month $0.50 / /

 Marketing 5 % / / 20 month / / /

 Development 5 % / / 20 month / / /

 Staking 18 % / / 15 month / / /

 Treasury 5 % / 6 month 10 month / / /
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The total $QTH supply amounts to 100.000.000 tokens and will be slowly released over the course of 60 
months according to the vesting schedule.



MetaQuantum Is

• Cost effective 

MetaQuantum protocols will provide the lowest possible fees for our users  

• Transparent and immutable  

All transactions with the QTH token, NFTs, virtual land or any other type of transaction made in 
MetaQuantum Metaverse are recorded on the public blockchain and are legibly visible to our users.  
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Disclaimer
Please read this legal disclaimer section carefully. In case of doubt, advice should be sought from a lawyer, 
financial expert or tax professional or other legal professional.  

All information presented in this Whitepaper may not be considered exhaustive and may never be considered as 
part of any contractual relationship. It is our greatest desire that the information provided in this Whitepaper be 
accurate and up to date, so all products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, company terms, 
therefore, all such materials are subject to change without notice.  

This Whitepaper does not oblige any person to enter into any form of contract, nor is it a legally binding 
commitment to contribute. Also, this Whitepaper is not a form or part of any opinion that can be considered as 
financial advice or advice that can sell or solicit any offer from people to buy our symbol, nor will it be considered 
as part of any opinion, effect that can be used to form the investment contract or decision. Furthermore, this 
Whitepaper has no capacity to oblige any person to enter into a contract or to make it legally binding to undertake 
to contribute to the Whitepaper. No sale or even any cryptocurrency or any other form of payment can ever be 
accepted for this Whitepaper.  

It is also reported that the Whitepaper has not been reviewed by any regulatory authority and has not been 
approved by any law firm, so the information provided herein may not be retrieved in accordance with the law or 
any regulatory authority, or in in accordance with any rules of any jurisdiction. It is hereby announced that 
publication, distribution, dissemination does not imply any applicable laws, regulatory requirements or available 
rules.  



MetaQuantum team would like to thank all our partners for choosing us. We are constantly expanding 
our list of partners as we aim for a future where amazing new things can be created in a fast-

developing Metaverse sector.

Marketing Parteners Investors Parteners



Meet Our CEO And Team
Alex Frincu is a visionary in technology, 
c u r r e n t l y F o u n d e r a n d C E O a t    
MetaQuantum. Skilled at pro actively 
participating in all aspects of business 
development and management.Effective 
leader, well developed communication 
skills and excellent multi tasking abilities.
Accomplished entrepreneur capable of 
ident i fy ing new opportunit ies and 
sustaining extraordinary business growth.

Pass ionate about math and bus iness 
development Cristian Manuel is a graduate of 
the Faculty of Finance and Banking at the 
Transilvania University of Brasov.
Following a Master's degree at the Faculty of 
Law and Economics Cristian is specialized in 
the European Dimension of Organizational 
Management. He is one of the initial investors in 
MetaQuantum and also serves as the 
company's Director Financial

Ana Maria results driven business executive 
with several years of experience helping to 
guide and lead companies to their greatest 
potential.Adept in cultivating strong 
relationships with bussiness parteners and 
clients,resulting in large scale growth. 
Currently COO at MetaQuantum

Cosmin Accomplished professional with several 
years of experience in developing and 
implementing strategic financial procedures and 
systems with establishing effective operational 
process to drive business succes and control 
costs. Currently CFO at MetaQuantum



Meet Team

In the past 16 years Adrian worked with 
some of the most well known brands in 
various fields of activity (IT, medical industry, 
FinTech) building customer oriented 
strategies that gave positive results. He is 
able to work with a variety of clients, while 
delivering cutting-edge quality of work. 
Adrian Mache is the project's Chief 
Technology Officer of MetaQuantum.

With great experience in Sales & 
Business Development, Razvan 
provides End-to-End Consultancy. He 
also specializes in scaling businesses, 
leaning from the automotive and 
industrial sectors to technology, 
marketing, crypto & NFTs. Razvan 
Georgescu currently leads our Sales & 
Partnerships department.

Working in a parallel as a Sales & 
Business development @ Cryptocoin.pro, 
Marius Petcu works closely with Razvan 
Georgescu as B2B Sales & Partnerships 
Manager. He is well accustomed to web3 
technologies, with a focus on marketing 
for Crypto, DeFI, Metaverse and NFTs.

With an engineering career in some of the 
biggest tech companies in the world, Stefan 
Balut joined the cryptocurrency sector in 
2017 as one of the early backers of the 
liquidity provider called ZoidPay.
He then joined the ZoidPay team in the 
initial stages of development as a Content 
Manager and Lead Tech support, bringing 
the project to success and departing to seek 
new challenges. Stefan is currently working 
to grow the MetaQuantum project as the 
Head of Research.



Meet Team
Adrian is a reliable and very organized person 
who likes to learn new technologies. Until now 
he has solved over 200 algorithmic problems 
at Wellcode. 
At an early age he discovered video games, 
but later realized that he could accomplish his 
full potential by learning to code.
Since then he is constantly improving his 
abilities and has joined our team as a full 
stack developer.

Razvan Stoian makes design look easy 
thanks to the wealth of imagination and 
processing power his agency holds.
Involved in personal and private 
projects from different sectors of the 
economy, Razvan is part of our design 
team as a Creative Director.

One o f our most va lued team 
members, Marian currently holds a 
designer position for McLaren.
He is constantly putting his magic skills 
to work, giving our community glimpses 
in the future of our Metaverse.
In MetaQuantum he serves as Head of 
Design.



Stay in Touch

hello@meta-quantum.io

https://t.me/metaquantum3

www.meta-quantum.io

https://www.facebook.com/metaQuantum3.0

https://twitter.com/Metaquantum30

mailto:hello@meta-quantum.io
https://t.me/metaquantum3
http://www.meta-quantum.io
https://www.facebook.com/metaQuantum3.0
https://twitter.com/Metaquantum30


Thank you
“The best way to predict the future is to create it”


